
Pocket Baby Doll by  Dottie & Bea 
 
Instructions 
 
Forming the head: 
 
Start by taking a handful of clean carded wool. (about 7g)   
 

Roll the wool up into a tight ball.  
 

Wrap all purpose thread around the ball to contain it.  
Make enough rounds with the thread to even out any large lumps. 
 

This inner ball should measure between 5 - 5.5 “ around.  
 

Take two sections of wool (about 7” x 5”) and lay them  
on top of eachother crosswise.  



Put the ball in the middle and wrap the ends of the sections  
up around the ball. 
 

Use some strong string to tie around the “neck”  
(just under the ball form). 
*When making a knot  to hold something tight start off by wrapping the string around twice 
then pull tight. It will hold better so you can finish the knot. 
 

Take your length of stockinette and use a running stitch  
to gather the ends. (Just one end! Leaving one end open.)  
 
Turn the stockinette inside out so the knot is hidden, and slide over the head form.  
 

Use some strong string to tie around the stockinette and neck again.  



Push the remaining wool ends up into the end  
of the stockinette and tie strong string around the very bottom to create the “muff”.  
 
Cut off any long string ends. 
 

Fold the bottom tied end up into the muff and sew it into place  
making a half moon shape. This forms the “shoulders” 
 

Take a length of strong string and tie it around the head horizontally,  
just a little above half way to make the “eyeline”. 
*Use pins to hold the string in place and prevent it from rolling away as you tighten. 
 
 

Starting at the back of the head ladder stitch around  
the eyeline to hold the string in place.  
------ 



Using the template page provided, cut out the pattern pieces. Use the skin coloured jersey 
for the head and the cotton terry for the body and hood. 
 

Use a sewing machine to sew the head skin fabric.  
Alternatively you could  hand stitch, making sure to go over the same seam a few times to 
ensure the seam is strong.  

While at the sewing machine, sew the body fabric.  
 
------ 
 
With the head skin fabric turned right side out, slip it over the head form.

 
 

Sew the bottom edge of the skin fabric down to the muff section,  
making sure to smooth out any wrinkles.  
 



Use some strong string to tightly tie just under the head forming the neck.  
There should be no puckering or wrinkling around the neck.  
 

Pin the little triangle of skin fabric at the top of the forehead  
towards the back of the head. Use ladder stitch to sew it down in place.  
 
------ 
 
Face: 
 

Place a pin in the middle of the front of the head right along  
the eyeline. Place two more pins along the eyeline on either side of the centre pin, 1 cm 
from the centre pin. Place two more pins to the outside of the last two pins 0.5cm further. 
You will embroider the eyes between the two outer pins.  
 
Seperate the eye colour embroidery thread in half (3 strands), and thread the needle. 

With the needle and thread, poke through one of the outer  



pins from front and go all the way through to the top of the head. Pull the needle out of the 
top but do not pull the thread all the way through. Leave a few inches of a thread tail at the 
top of the head.  
Take the needle off the thread at the top and re-thread at the front end. Poke the thread 
though the second pin from the outside up through the top again, making a 0.5cm line for 
the eye. With the two ends now at the top, tie them together in a knot to fasten the thread. 
Do not pull too tight or the eyes will be in-set.  
 
Repeat for the second eye.  
 

Place a pin 1.5cm directly below the original centre pin.  
Following the same technique as the eyes, poke the thread though slightly to the side of 
the pin, re-thread and poke the thread again though slightly to the other side of the pin. Tie 
the ends at the top of the head and pull slightly to in-set the mouth.  
 
------- 
 
Hood: 
 

With right side of the hood piece facing down against the head,  
pin the hood to the head ½” from the straight edge of the hood to an imagined line around 
the edge of the face.  
*using pencil you can even draw a stitch line ½”  from the edge on the wrong side of the 
fabric to ensure a straight sewn line. 
*poke a pin through the exact middle of the drawn line, then follow through with that same 
pin to place in the centre of the forehead where you want the edge of the hood.  



Starting at the neck, sew along the line to the other side  
of the neck using a backstitch.  
 
Flip the hood over the head so the fabric is facing right side out and it covers the back of 
the head.  
 

Pleat the hood fabric around the head and neck.  
 
Use strong string to tie down the hood around the neck.  
 
------ 
 
Body: 
 

With the body fabric turned right side out create a gather stitch  
around the top opening a ¼” from the top.   
 
Start to stuff the body with wool. Stuff small pieces at a time to prevent lumps. Leave 
enough room for the muff/shoulders to fit in.  
 
With the muff inserted into the body cavity, pull the gather threads so the fabric tightens 
around the neck. Make sure the seam allowance is tucked in.  
 



Pin around the neck to keep the fabric in place.  
 
Starting at the back, sew around the neck a few times using ladder stitch. 
 
------- 
 
All done!  
 

Now give your little pocket baby a name ❤  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Included materials list: 
 

● 1 oz clean carded wool 
● 5”x5” square of cotton jersey or interlock fabric for skin 
● 10”x10” piece of cotton terry or other knit fabric for hood and body 
● 5.5” long piece stockinette (2” wide) 
● All purpose polyester thread in coordinating colour 
● Embroidery thread for eyes and mouth 
● Strong string 

 
Tools list: 
 

● Fabric scissors 
● Measuring tape 
● Pencil 
● Pins  
● Sewing needle and embroidery needle 
● Sewing machine (optional) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


